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* The question paper consists of 25 questions  

* Section I comprises 10 one mark questions. 

* Section II comprises 5 one mark questions. 

* Section III comprises 5 two mark questions . 

* Section IV comprises 4 five mark question. 

* Section V comprise 1 five mark question. 

I. MULTIPILE CHOICE QUESTIONS                              (10) 

1. A register can store …. Of data at a time. 
A) One word   B) Two word c) Three word   d) Four word 

2. Which type packing chip uses pin rather than an edge connector? 

a) DIP         B) SIMM          C) SIPP         D) NONE OF THESE 

3. Which of these will you to clean up the disk space? 

a) Hibernate b) disk clean-up  c)Refresh  d)none of these 

4. Which shortcut key is used to rename the selected item? 

A) F4   b) F2   c)F5  d) F6 

5. The ……key takes you to the next cell in the row 

a) tab b)shift  c) enter   d) None of these 

6. a…. is actually an arrangement of information in rows and columns. 
 a)data   b) Table  c) cell   d)document 

7. Excel document is called……………….. 
a) Workbook   b)autosum   c) book  d) sheet 

8.  In Ms Excel, all formulae begin with…….sign 

a) *   b)=     c)%    d) ^ 

9. The result of any formula is calculated based on the…….rule of order of precedence. 
 a) BOMDAS    B) MEBDAS C) BEMDAS D) MEDBAS 

10. THE FORMULA =SUM(A1:B2)calculated the total of the content of cells 

a)a1 and b2    b) a1,a2 and b2   c)a1,b1 and b2   d)a1,a2,b1and b2 

II. Assertion and Reasoning based questions  

a) Both A and R are true R is the correct explanation for A 

b) Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation for A 

c) A is true but R is false 

d) A is false but R is true 

11.              A. Serial port is generally used to connect a printer 

   R. serial port is used to connect the joystick 

12.              A. The clock speed of cpu is measured in terms of MHz 

   R. units of clock speed measured in Mega Hertz cycles per second 

13.              A. Video port is connector  for the printer 

             R: Game port is used to connect the joystick. 



14.     A: Small icon view diplays your files /folders as small icon without a preview of 

their contents. 

            R: Temporary files make your system fast on operation 

15.           A: formula may begin with a space 

          R: a worksheet contain many pages called workbooks 

   III   Short questions 

16. What is the other name of motherboard? 

17. What is a window? 

18. What is a table? 

19. What is function? 

20. Write the menu option to merge the cell? 

IV   Long questions 

21.  What is bus? Explain the different types of bus? 

22. Write the step to clean up the hard disk? 

23. Write the step to select and delete a table? 

24. Write the various step to use Auto sum button? 

V Case Study based question 

25.     

 Ms.Judy  guptha has created a worksheet to find her household expenses 

which functions will she use to do calculations? 

 Ms. Anu has entered 20 figures in cell A1 to A20. Which button should he 

press to calculate their sum in cell A20? 

 

 


